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Abstract
I examine in this paper three different contexts in Standard Arabic in which the preverbal subject appears with an accusative Case marker. The first context arises when the preverbal subject is preceded by a complementiser. The second context is when the subject is preceded by sentential negation particles. The third context is when the subject is followed by a tenseless verb in nonfinite clauses. In this paper, I provide a new analysis to account for these instances of preverbal accusative subjects in this language. The new analysis assumes the existence of two different syntactic positions for the preverbal subject: i) spec-TP, which hosts the grammatical subject; and ii) a higher spec-SubjP, a projection between CP and TP that hosts subjects of predication, along lines discussed in Cardinaletti (2004). I argue that the preverbal subject appears in spec-SubjP with an inherent accusative Case. Crucially, I assume that preverbal accusative subjects in this language have
not moved from spec-vP, but base-positioned in spec-SubjP. The new analysis of preverbal accusative subjects in Standard Arabic accounts for these instances in terms of availability of syntactic positions, rather than optionality in Case marking.
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1. Introduction

Head-initial languages have the property of what is termed in the literature ‘free inversion’ where the subject can optionally follow the verb (Kotzoglou 2006). In Standard Arabic, the subject can freely precede or follow the verb and in both word orders surfaces with a nominative Case marker (Ouhalla 1994)¹:

(1) kataba l-walad-u maqaal-an.
    wrote the-boy-nom article-one
    ‘The boy wrote an article.’

(2) al-walad-u kataba maqaal-an.
    the-boy-nom wrote article-one
    ‘The boy wrote an article.’

However, the subject can appear with an accusative Case marker in certain contexts. The first context is when the subject is preceded by

¹ The following abbreviations will be used in the gloss for the examples throughout the paper: nom = nominative Case, acc = accusative Case, gen = genitive Case, 1 = first person, 2 = second person, 3 = third person, sg = singular number, pl = plural number, C = complementiser, ptcl = particle, Q = question particle.
a complementiser in matrix as well as embedded clauses:

(3) innal-walad-a kataba maqaal-an.
C the-boy-acc wrote article-one
‘Indeed, the boy wrote an article.’

(4) Amr-un akhbara-ni anna l-walad-a kataba maqaal-an.
Amr-nom told-me that the-boy-acc wrote article-one
‘Amr told me that the boy wrote an article.’

The examples above show that the subject DP alwalad-a ‘the boy’ appears with an accusative Case marker, whether in the matrix or embedded clause, when preceded by a complementiser (FassiFehri 1993, Benmamoun 2000).

The second context is when the subject is immediately preceded by a negation particle (Benmamoun 2000):

(5) Laa taaleb-an yuhmelu duruusa-hu.
Not student-acc neglect lessons-his
‘No student neglects his lessons.’

(6) *laa taaleb-un yuhmelu duruusa-hu.
Not student-nom neglect lessons-his
‘No student neglects his lessons.’

It is to be noticed that the sentence is rendered ungrammatical if the subject DP following the negation particle appears with a nominative Case.

The third context is when the preverbal subject is followed by a tenseless verb in nonfinite clauses. For example, in embedded subjunctive clauses in Standard Arabic the verb lacks tense and the
preverbal subject of the embedded non-finite verb surfaces with an accusative Case:

(7) arad-tu l-walad-a an yaktuba maqaal-an.
    wanted-I the-boy-acc to write article-one
    ‘I wanted the boy to write an article.’

However, if the embedded subject surfaces postverbally, it appears with a nominative Case:

(8) arad-tu an yaktuba l-walad-u maqaal-an.
    wanted-I to write the-boy-nom article-one
    ‘I wanted the boy to write an article.’

The examples discussed so far show that the preverbal subject in Standard Arabic can surface with an accusative Case marker in certain contexts.

The phenomenon of having accusative subjects in Standard Arabic has not been investigated and accounted for in recent literature due to two main reasons. The first is that some linguists still believe in the traditional theorem that this language cannot have preverbal subjects in the first place, and any preverbal DP is assumed to be a topic. In the second section of this paper, I examine this claim and conclude that subjects and topics are distributionally and structurally different; and that not every preverbal DP is a topic (Rizzi 2004). Standard Arabic can have preverbal subjects as well as topics.

The second reason for not examining accusative subjects in this language in recent literature is the assumption that all lexical categories can assign Case, and this assumption is adopted by modern linguists. For example, complementisers are assumed to assign an accusative Case to a following DP and negation is assumed
to assign an accusative Case to a following DP as well (FassiFehri 1993, Benamoun 2000). Crucially, the DP following the complementiser or the negation particle is not considered a subject in the first place. It is assumed to be a topic since it has left its base-position inside the vP shell.

This paper is divided as follows: the second section of this paper presents a brief typological sketch of the Case system in Standard Arabic. The third section contrasts subjects and topics in this language in order to establish that Standard Arabic can have preverbal subjects as well as preverbal topics. The main argument in this section is that there are topics in this language but it does not mean that every preverbal DP is a topic. Standard Arabic can have preverbal subjects and this is shown in the different syntactic distribution of both subjects and topics.

The fourth section looks at the first context in Standard Arabic where a preverbal subject surfaces with an accusative case marker. This context arises whenever a complementiser in this language chooses to surface. Complementisers in Standard Arabic mandate a strict SV order in their complement and the subject of their complement must be Case-marked accusative. In addition, these complementisers can be null, however their empty position continues to mandate an SV complement with an accusative subject. Moreover, when the subject following the complementiser is topicalised, it must leave behind a pronominal clitic attached to the complementiser.

The fifth section examines another context in which the preverbal subject in Standard Arabic appears with an accusative Case. This context arises when the preverbal subject follows certain sentential negation particles in this language. The negation particle/head la mandates an SV word order of the clause that follows and the Case of the subject that follows this negation head must be accusative.

The sixth section of this paper investigates the context in which the
preverbal subject of nonfinite embedded clauses in Standard Arabic surfaces with an accusative Case. These embedded clauses are the subjunctive complements whose verb lacks tense and usually headed by the nonfinite particle *an*.

In the seventh section, I provide a new analysis to account for these instances of preverbal accusative subjects in Standard Arabic. The new analysis assumes that there are two different positions for the preverbal subject in this language: i) spec-TP, which hosts the grammatical subject; and ii) a higher spec-SubjP, which hosts the subject of predication, along lines discussed in Cardinaletti (2004). Crucially, accusative subjects appear in the spec position of the higher projection SubjP, not spec-TP. I argue that the preverbal subject appears in spec-SubjP with an inherent accusative case.

The last section summarises the main findings and claims discussed throughout the paper.

### 2. Case System in Standard Arabic

Blake (1994: 1) defines Case as follows: “Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear to their heads. Traditionally the term refers to inflectional marking, and, typically, case marks the relationship of a noun to a verb at the clause level or of a noun to a preposition, postposition or another noun at the phrase level.”

DPs in Standard Arabic are Case-marked in all positions at all times. Case inflection is taken to indicate the syntactic function of the word and its relationship with other lexical items in the sentence (Ryding 2005).

Standard Arabic has three Cases: the nominative, the genitive, and
the accusative. Traditionally, each Case is indicated on DPs/NPs by a short vowel that is suffixed to the noun or a modification of a long vowel suffix (Ryding 2005). The main morphological markers cited in the literature are as follows: the nominative Case marker ‘-u’; the genitive Case marker ‘-i’; and the accusative Case marker ‘-a’. However, these markers are not the only morphological manifestation of Case on nouns in Standard Arabic. Case-marked nouns fall into several declensions and inflect for Case in different ways. For example, the Case marker on a definite noun is different from that on an indefinite one, and a Case marker on a dual noun is different from that on a plural one.

In the following sub-sections, I present some of the distributional properties of the three Cases in Standard Arabic. The presentation is not exhaustive, but it covers the majority of occurrences of these Cases in this language.

2.1. Nominative Case

The DP/NP in Standard Arabic appears with a nominative Case marker when it is a subject or a Topic. Nominative Case can be marked morphologically by four different suffixes: ‘-u’, ‘-un’, ‘-uuna’, and ‘-aani’ (Ryding 2005).

When the noun is singular and preceeded by the definite article ‘al’, it takes the nominative marker ‘-u’:

(9) al-bait-u l-abiadh-u
    the-house-nom the-white-nom
    ‘the white house’

However, when the noun appears without the definite article ‘al’, it takes the nominative marker ‘-un’:
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(10) bait-un abiadh-un
     house-nom white-nom
     ‘a white house’

A regular plural noun (where plurality is indicated by a suffixal marker) usually takes the nominative marker ‘-uuna’ whether it is preceded by the article ‘al’ or not:

(11) wasal-a l-musaafir-uuna.
     arrived-3.sg the-travellers-nom
     ‘The travellers arrived.’

(12) wasal-a musaafir-uuna.
     arrived-3.sg travellers-nom
     ‘Some travellers arrived.’

On the other hand, the irregular plural noun (where plurality is indicated by an infixal marker or vowel mutation) never takes the nominative marker ‘-uuna’. Instead, it surfaces with the suffix ‘-u’ when preceded by the article ‘al’ and the suffix ‘-un’ when it is not preceded by the article ‘al’:

(13) wasal-a r-rijaal-u.
     arrived-3.sg the-men-nom
     ‘The men arrived.’

(14) wasal-a rijaal-un.
     arrived-3.sg men-nom
     ‘Some men arrived.’

Furthermore, when the noun is dual, it appears with the nominative
It is to be noted that in most cases the suffixal marker actually reflects information of more than one category. Therefore, the same suffix can represent Case as well as number, at the same time. Morphological syncretism is a typical inflectional property of Standard Arabic.

2.2. Genitive Case

The DP/NP in Standard Arabic is Case-marked genitive when it is the object of a preposition, the object of a locative adverb, or the second noun in a construct state construction. The genitive Case markers in this language include the following suffixes: ‘-i’, ‘-in’, ‘-a’, ‘-iina’, and ‘-ayni’ (Ryding 2005).

When the noun is singular and preceded by the definite article ‘al’, it takes the genitive marker ‘-i’:

(16)  fi    l-manzil-i
     in     the-home-gen
     ‘at home’

However, when the noun appears without the article ‘al’, it takes the genitive marker ‘-in’:

(17)  fi    manzil-in    qadeem-in
     in     house-gen    old-gen
In addition, the regular plural noun takes the genitive marker ‘-iina’ whether it is preceded by the article ‘al’ or not:

(18) jalas-tu ma’aa l-musaaﬁr-iina.
sat-I.sg with the-travellers-gen
‘I sat with the travellers.’

(19) jalas-tu ma’aa musaafir-iina.
sat-I.sg with travellers-gen
‘I sat with some travellers.’

On the other hand, the irregular plural noun surfaces with the genitive marker ‘-i’ when preceded by the article ‘al’ and the marker ‘-in’ when it lacks the article ‘al’:

(20) fi l-mataaraat-i
    in the-airports-gen
‘at/in the airport’

(21) fi mataaraat-in adeedat-in
    in airports-gen several-gen
‘at/in several airports’

Furthermore, when the noun is dual, it appears with the genitive marker ‘-ayni’:

(22) fi l-mataar-ayni
    in the-airports-gen
‘at/in the two airports’
2.3. Accusative Case

The DP/NP in Standard Arabic surfaces with an accusative Case marker when it is the object of a transitive verb, numbers between 11 and 99, complements of linking verbs, nouns after complementisers, nouns after negation particles, or subjects of nonfinite verbs. Accusative Case can be marked by the following different suffixes: ‘-a’, ‘-an’, ‘-iina’, and ‘-ayni’ (Ryding 2005).

When the noun is singular and preceded by the definite article ‘al’, it takes the accusative marker ‘-a’:

(23) qara-tu l-kitaab-a.
    read-1.sg the-book-acc
    ‘I read the book.’

However, when the noun appears without the article ‘al’, it takes the accusative marker ‘-an’:

(24) qara-tu kitaab-an.
    read-1.sg book-acc
    ‘I read a book.’

A regular plural noun takes the accusative marker ‘-iina’ whether it is preceded by the article ‘al’ or not:

(25) saa'ad-tu l-musaafir-iina.
    helped-1.sg the-travellers-acc
    ‘I helped the travellers.’

(26) saa'ad-tu musaafir-iina.
    helped-1.sg travellers-acc
‘I helped some travellers.’

However, the irregular plural noun appears with the suffix ‘-a’ when preceded by the definite article ‘al’ and the suffix ‘-an’ when it is not preceded by the article ‘al’:

(27) saa'ad-tu l-awlaad-a.
helped-1.sg the-boys-acc
‘I helped the boys.’

(28) saa'ad-tu awlaad-an.
helped-1.sg boys-acc
‘I helped some boys.’

Furthermore, when the noun is dual, it appears with the accusative marker ‘-ayni’:

(29) saa'ad-tu l-walad-ayni.
helped-1.sg the-boys-acc
‘I helped the two boys.’

3. On Subjects and Topics

Preverbal DPs in Standard Arabic have been often analysed as instances of Topicalisation/CLLD structures. However, I will show that this assumption can be empirically challenged. Subjects and topics have different properties that set them apart (Rizzi 2004). One of the properties of topics in Standard Arabic is that they are necessarily definite, whereas preverbal subjects in this language can
be indefinite. However, preverbal indefinite subjects have to be specific (FassiFehri 1993: 28):

(30) al-awlaad-u darab-tu-hum.
    the-boys-nom beat-1sg-them
    ‘The boys, I beat them.’

(31) baqarat-un takallam-at.
    cow-nom spoke-3sg
    ‘A cow spoke.’

(32) jaasuus-un aqbal-a alay-na.
    spy-nom appeared-3sg on-us
    ‘A spy has appeared to us.’

(33) la jund-a yastati-uuna duxuula l-maarakati.
    no soldiers-acc can-3pl entering the-battle
    ‘No soldiers can enter the battle.’

(34) kullu rajul-in yahtarim-u haatha.
    every man-gen respect-3sg this
    ‘Every man respects this.’

Thus, while preverbal subjects in Standard Arabic can be indefinite, topics cannot be indefinite in this language, consequently the ungrammaticality of the examples below when the left-dislocated DP is indefinite (FassiFehri 1993: 29):

(35) *dajaajat-un thabah-tu-ha.
    hen-nom cut.throat-1sg-her
    ‘A hen, I cut its throat.’
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(36) *la ahad-a ntaqad-tu-hu.
    No one-acc criticized-1sg-him
    ‘No one, I criticized.’

(37) *kullu rajul-in ahtarim-u-hu.
    Every man-gen respect-1sg-him
    ‘Every man, I respect.’

It is also argued that preverbal subjects differ from topics in their structural position. Thus, while topics are in the CP domain, subjects are outside this domain and pattern like fronted objects:

(38) baqart-an shaahad-tu.
    cow-acc saw-1sg
    ‘A cow, I saw.’

(39) la ahad-a ntaqad-tu.
    no one-acc criticized-1sg
    ‘No one, I criticized.’

(40) kullu rajul-in ahtarim-u.
    every man-gen respect-1sg
    ‘Every man, I respect.’

Another property that distinguishes subjects from topics in Standard Arabic is their behaviour with negation markers. Negation in Standard Arabic is argued to select a TP in which either the verb is initial (VS order), or a fronted subject/object surfaces preverbally (SV order) (FassiFehri 1993: 30):
(41) a-la yaat-i Zayd-un 
Q-not come-3sg Zayd-nom
‘Is not Zayd coming?’

(42) ma ahad-un faal-a haatha.
not one-nom did-3sg this
‘No one did this.’

(43) ma baqarat-an shaahad-tu.
not cow-acc saw-1sg
‘Not a cow I saw.’

On the contrary, topics cannot follow negation markers, as shown by the ungrammaticality of the sentence below:

(44) *ma Amr-an raay-tu-hu.
Not Amr-acc saw-1sg-him
‘I did not see Amr.’

(45) *ma baqarat-an shaahad-tu-ha.
Not cow-acc saw-1sg-it
‘I did not see a cow.’

Moreover, fronted subjects and objects in Standard Arabic can be preceded by a question particle in Yes/No questions (FassiFehri 1993: 31):

(46) a Zayd-un qaal-a haatha 
Q Zayd-nom said-3sg this
‘Did Zayd say this?’
(47) a Zayd-an raay-ta  
Q Zayd-acc saw-2sg  
‘Did you see Zayd?’

However, in Standard Arabic, a question particle cannot precede a topic in Yes/No questions:

(48) *a Zayd-an raay-ta-hu  
Q Zayd-acc saw-2sg-him  
‘Zayd, did you see him?’

(49) *a baqarat-an shaahad-ta-ha  
Q cow-acc saw-2sg-it  
‘A cow, did you see it?’

Moreover, it is argued (FassiFehri 1993) that pronominals are inherently definite and that pronominal subjects in Standard Arabic do not surface postverbally, therefore the pronominal in the example below must be the subject:

(50) *jii-na hunna.  
came-3pl they-f  
‘They came.’

(51) hunna jii-na.  
they-f came-3pl  
‘They came.’

On this basis, one can argue that not every definite preverbal DP is a topic in Standard Arabic. The pronominal DP in the example above is the subject of the sentence, and subjects can actually precede verbs
in this language. The above data and arguments clearly show that preverbal DPs in Standard Arabic can be subjects and they differ structurally and distributionally from topics.

4. Accusative Subjects and Complementisers

Complementisers in Standard Arabic mandate a strict SV complement in which the subject DP appears with an accusative Case marker (FassiFehri 1993, Shlonsky 1997). The class of complementisers includes inna, anna, ka’anna, lakenna, layta, and la’alla. When a clause, be it matrix or embedded, is headed by a complementiser, there must be an overt subject following the complementiser and that subject must be Case-marked accusative. Compare the two examples below:

(52) al-walad-u katab-a maqaal-an.
the-boy-nom wrote-3sg article-one
‘The boy wrote an article.’

(53) inna l-walad-a katab-a maqaal-an.
C the-boy-acc wrote-3sg article-one
‘Indeed, the boy wrote an article.’

The examples above show that the subject alwalad ‘the boy’ is marked with the accusative Case marker -a when preceded by a complementiser. A nominative subject in this position renders the sentence ungrammatical:
(54) *inna l-walad-u katab-a maqaal-an.
   C the-boy-nom wrote-3sg article-one
   ‘Indeed, the boy wrote an article.’

This state of affairs is not exclusive to matrix clauses. Embedded clauses in Standard Arabic must have an SV order with an accusative subject when the embedded clause is headed by a complementiser:

(55) etaqad-tu anna l-wlad-a katab-a maqaal-an.
    thought-I that the-boy-nom wrote-3sg article-one
    ‘I thought that the boy wrote an article.’

(56) yadhunu n-naas-u anna l-walad-a
    3sg.believe the-people-nom that the-boy-nom
    katab-a maqaal-an.
    wrote-3sg article-one
    ‘The people believe that the boy wrote an article.’

Complementisers in Standard Arabic can also head sentences that lack surface verbs or what classical Arab grammarians dubbed ‘the nominal sentence’ (Ryding 2005). Similarly, the DP following the complementiser surfaces with an accusative Case marker:

(57) al-walad-u mareedh-un.
    the-boy-nom sick-nom
    ‘The boy is sick.’

(58) inna l-walad-a mareedh-un.
    C the-boy-nom sick-nom
    ‘Indeed, the boy is sick.’
In addition, sentences in Standard Arabic can surface with a null complementiser. This assumption can borrow support from the fact that we find the same pattern in these sentences in terms of the strict SV order in the embedded clause as well as the mandatory accusative Case of the subject:

(59)  
\[
\text{etaqad-tu l-wlad-a katab-a maqaal-an.} \\
\text{thought-I the-boy-acc wrote-3sg article-one} \\
\text{‘I thought the boy wrote an article.’}
\]

(60)  
\[
\text{yadhunu n-naas-u l-walad-a} \\
\text{3sg.believe the-people-nom the-boy-acc} \\
\text{katab-a maqaal-an.} \\
\text{wrote-3sg article-one} \\
\text{‘The people believe the boy wrote an article.’}
\]

In the two examples above, the embedded clauses show a pattern of word order and Case similar to the ones headed by overt complementisers. Empirical evidence for the existence of a null complementiser heading the embedded clauses above can be seen in the compulsory SV order of these embedded clauses:

(61)  
\[
\text{*yadhunu n-naas-u katab-a} \\
\text{3sg.believe the-people-nom wrote-3sg} \\
\text{l-walad-u maqaal-an.} \\
\text{the-boy-nom article-one} \\
\text{‘The people believe the boy wrote an article.’}
\]

In the example above, the embedded clause has a VS word order. The verb of the embedded clause is finite and agrees with its subject. If one denies the existence of a null complementiser heading the
embedded clause and mandating a strict SV order of its complement, it would be difficult to explain the ungrammaticality of this sentence. Obviously, this discrepancy can be explained by the fact that there is a null complementiser heading the finite embedded clause and this mandates a strict SV order in the embedded clause following the complementiser.

Another piece of empirical evidence for null complementisers can be detected in the compulsory accusative Case on the subject of the embedded clause:

(62) *etaqad-tu l-walad-u katab-a maqaal-an.
    thought-I the-boy-nom wrote-3sg article-one
    ‘I thought the boy wrote an article.’

(63) *yadhunu n-naas-u l-walad-u
    3sg.believe the-people-nom the-boy-nom
    katab-a maqaal-an.
    wrote-3sg article-one
    ‘The people believe the boy wrote an article.’

The two sentences above are ungrammatical, because of the nominative Case on the subject of the embedded clause, suggesting that a preceding null complementiser actually exists, which, in turn, accounts for the accusative Case on the adjacent DP.

The possibility that such embedded clauses are TPs in which the accusative Case on the preverbal subject is assigned by the probe of the matrix verb is ruled out on two grounds. First, we can optionally insert an overt complementiser in these contexts:

(64) etaqad-tu anna l-walad-a katab-a maqaal-an.
    thought-I that the-boy-acc wrote-3sg article-one
‘I thought that the boy wrote an article.’

(65) yadhunu n-naas-u anna
3sg.believe the-people-nom that
l-walad-a katab-a maqaal-an.
the-boy-acc wrote-3sg article-one
‘The people believe that the boy wrote an article.’

Second, adverbial phrases can appear between the matrix verb and the embedded clause (cf. Costa 1997, Cinque 1999, Belletti 2004), suggesting that the verb cannot probe the subject of the embedded clause:

(66) etaqad-tu saraahatan anna
thought-I frankly that
l-walad-a katab-a maqaal-an.
the-boy-acc wrote-3sg article-one
‘I frankly thought that the boy wrote an article.’

(67) yadhunu n-naas-u daaeman anna
3sg.believe the-people-nom always that
l-walad-a katab-a maqaal-an.
the-boy-acc wrote-3sg article-one
‘The people always believe that the boy wrote an article.’

Thus, it is clear that when complementisers in Standard Arabic head a clause or a sentence, the subject of that clause or sentence must carry an accusative Case marker.
5. Accusative Subjects and Negation

Standard Arabic employs a number of particles to denote negation. Among these particles are *lam, lan, and la* (Ryding 2005). Typically, negation particles can appear in a sentence-initial position followed by the verb:

(68) lan yaktuba Amr-un maqaal-an.
    won’t write Amr-nom essay-one
    ‘Amr will not write an essay.’

(69) lam taktub Lamees-u maqaal-an.
    didn’t write Lamees-nom essay-one
    ‘Lamees did not write an essay.’

The negation particles *lam* and *lan* cannot be followed by the subject DP (FassiFehri 1993, Benmamoun 2000, Ryding 2005), hence the ungrammaticality of the sentences below:

(70) *lan Amr-un yaktuba maqaal-an.
    won’t Amr-nom write essay-one
    ‘Amr will not write an essay.’

(71) *lam Lamees-u taktub maqaal-an.
    didn’t Lamees-nom write essay-one
    ‘Lamees did not write an essay.’

However, these two negation particles can be preceded by the subject:
It is clear from the examples above that the negation particles *lam* and *lan* cannot be followed immediately by the subject. In addition, when the subject appears with these negation particles it surfaces with a nominative Case whether it precedes the negation particle or follows the verb.

However, the negation particle *la* has another property. Semantically, this particle has two denotations. The first is to negate the occurrence of an action or event (Ryding 2005). In this context, it must be followed by the verb:

(74) **Lamees-u la taktub ayyashay.**
    Lamees-nom not write anything
    ‘Lamees does not write anything.’

(75) **la taktub Lamees-u ayyashay.**
    not write Lamees-nom anything
    ‘Lamees does not write anything.’

(76) *la Lamees-u taktub ayyashay.*
    not Lamees-nom write anything
    ‘Lamees does not write anything.’

In addition, this particle can negate verbs in nonfinite contexts
where the subject appears postverbally with a nominative Case:

(77)  
ureed-u an la yanaama l-walad-u.  
want-I to not sleep the-boy-nom  
‘I want the boy not to sleep.’

The subject in nonfinite clauses cannot follow the negation particle:

(78) *ureed-u an la l-walad-u yanaama.  
want-I to not the-boy-nom sleep  
‘I want the boy not to sleep.’

The examples above show that the negation particle la can be followed by the verb and the Case of the subject that follows that verb must be nominative.

The second denotation of the negation particle la is negating the existence of something (Ryding 2005). In this context, the particle must be followed by the subject, not the verb:

(79)  
la taaleb-an yuhamelu duruusa-hu.  
not student-acc neglects lessons-his  
‘No student neglects his lessons.’

(80)  
la tefl-an yuhebu l-haleeba.  
not child-acc likes the-milk  
‘No child likes the milk.’

It is to be noticed that verbs cannot follow the negation particle la in this context, hence the ungrammaticality of the sentences below:
In addition, the negation particle *la can negate a nominal sentence, i.e., a sentence which lacks a surface verb (Ryding 2005):

(81) *la yuhamlu taalib-an duruusa-hu.
    not neglects student-acc lessons-his
    ‘No student neglects his lessons.’

(82) *la yuhebu tefl-an al-haleeba.
    not likes child-acc the-milk
    ‘No child likes the milk.’

The important point in this discussion is that the subject DP that immediately follows the negation particle *la always appears with an accusative Case. If the subject DP fails to be Case-marked accusative, the sentence is rendered ungrammatical:

(83) *la ahad-an fi d-daar-i.
    not one-acc in the-house-gen
    ‘No one is in the house.’

(84) *la taalib-un yuhamlu duruusa-hu.
    not student-nom neglects lessons-his
    ‘No student neglects his lessons.’

(85) *la tefl-un yuhebu 1-haleeba.
    not child-nom likes the-milk
    ‘No child likes the milk.’

(86) *la ahad-un fi d-daar-i.
    not one-nom in the-house-gen
    ‘No one is in the house.’
The examples above are all ungrammatical because of the nominative Case marker on the subject DP that follows the negation particle *la*

### 6. Accusative Subjects and Tenselessness

A typical nonfinite context in Standard Arabic where the subject appears with an accusative Case marker is the subjunctive complementation. Before examining the asymmetrical behaviour of subjects in this context, I look at some of the main properties of these clausal complements.

Subjunctive clauses in Standard Arabic are introduced by one of these functional particles: *an, kay, li, likay,* and *hatta* (Ryding 2005). These particles will be glossed as ‘ptcl’ throughout this section:

(87) ureedu an yanaama l-walad-u.

1sg.want ptcl sleep the-boy-nom

‘I want the boy to sleep.’

It is to be noticed that the embedded subject cannot intervene between the particle *an* and the embedded verb, hence the ungrammaticality of the sentence below:

(88) *ureedu an l-walad-u yanaama.

1sg.want ptcl the-boy-nom sleep

‘I want the boy to sleep.’

In addition, the verb following the particle *an* lacks tense (FassiFehri 1993, Benmamoun 2000, Ryding 2005). The tense of the
embedded clause is dependent on the matrix clause:

(89) *ureedu an naama l-walad-u.
    1sg.want ptcl slept the-boy-nom
    ‘I want the boy to sleep.’

Moreover, the embedded subject that follows the verb in this nonfinite context always appears with a nominative Case, hence the ungrammaticality of the sentence below when the embedded subject surfaces with an accusative Case:

(90) *ureedu an yanaama l-walad-a.
    1sg.want ptcl sleep the-boy-acc
    ‘I want the boy to sleep.’

Furthermore, subjunctive complements in Standard Arabic can be negated only by the negation particle la, but not lam or lan, since the latter encode tense and the subjunctive clauses are basically nonfinite:

(91) ureedu an la yanaama l-walad-u.
    1sg.want ptcl not sleep the-boy-nom
    ‘I want the boy not to sleep.’

(92) *ureedu an lan yanaama l-walad-u.
    1sg.want ptcl not sleep the-boy-nom
    ‘I want the boy not to sleep.’

(93) *ureedu an lam yanaama l-walad-u.
    1sg.want ptcl not sleep the-boy-nom
    ‘I want the boy not to sleep.’
Also, the negation particle must follow the functional particle *an*. Any alternative order between these two particles renders the sentence ungrammatical:

\[(94) \quad *\text{ureedu la an yanaama l-walad-u.}\]
\[1\text{sg.want not ptcl sleep the-boy-nom}\]
\[I \text{ want the boy not to sleep.}\]

Subjunctive complements can be categorised into three types when it comes to subject distribution. The first type is the control structure, in which the subject of the embedded verb is PRO which is referential on the subject of the matrix clause:

\[(95) \quad \text{ureedu an anaama.}\]
\[1\text{sg.want ptcl (PRO) sleep}\]
\[I \text{ want to sleep.}\]

The second type is what I call the obviation structure, in which there is always a surface nominative subject following the embedded verb. In this type the subject cannot precede the functional particle, hence the term ‘obviation structure’:

\[(96) \quad \text{atamanna an yanaama l-walad-u.}\]
\[1\text{sg.wish ptcl sleep the-boy-nom}\]
\[I \text{ wish the boy would sleep.}\]

\[(97) \quad *\text{atamanna l-walad-u an yanaama.}\]
\[1\text{sg.wish the-boy-nom ptcl sleep}\]
\[I \text{ wish the boy would sleep.}\]

The third type is an ECM-like type in which there is always a
surface subject, but this subject can have two different positions either following the embedded verb or preceding the functional particle *an*:

(98) ureedu an yanaama l-walad-u.
    1sg.want ptcl sleep the-boy-nom
    ‘I want the boy to sleep.’

(99) ureedu l-walad-a an yanaama.
    1sg.want the-boy-acc ptcl sleep
    ‘I want the boy to sleep.’

It is to be noticed that the embedded subject in the two examples above surface with different Case markers: nominative in the first when it follows the embedded verb; and accusative in the second when it precedes the functional particle *an*.

The accusative Case marker on the embedded subject is obligatory, hence the ungrammaticality of the sentence below when the embedded preverbal subject appears with a nominative Case:

(100) *ureedu l-walad-u an yanaama.
    1sg.want the-boy-nom ptcl sleep
    ‘I want the boy to sleep.’

The accusative Case on the embedded preverbal subject cannot be assigned by the functional particle, since this subject cannot follow the functional particle in any context:

(101) *ureedu an l-walad-a yanaama.
    1sg.want ptcl the-boy-acc sleep
    ‘I want the boy to sleep.’
Also, the accusative Case cannot be assigned by the matrix verb, since certain categories like adverbial phrases can intervene between the matrix verb and the embedded accusative subject:

(102) ureedu saraahatan al-walad-a an yanaama.
     1sg.want frankly the-boy-acc ptc1 sleep
     ‘I frankly want the boy to sleep.’

Another important point here is that the embedded subject can appear with a genitive Case marker if preceded by a preposition:

(103) ureedu min al-walad-i an yanaama.
     1sg.want from the-boy-gen ptc1 sleep
     ‘I want from the boy to sleep.’

The embedded subject can also be topicalised and moved to a sentence-initial position. In this position, the subject surfaces with a nominative Case marker and must leave a pronominal clitic in its base-position:

(104) al-walad-u ureedu-hu an yanaama.
     the-boy-nom 1sg.want-him ptc1 sleep
     ‘The boy, I want him to sleep.’

The genitive subject can also be topicalised, vacating the prepositional phrase to a sentence-initial position, but leaving a pronominal clitic behind:

(105) al-walad-u ureedu min-hu an yanaama.
     the-boy-nom 1sg.want from-him ptc1 sleep
     ‘The boy, I want from him to sleep.’
7. A New Analysis

I argue that the accusative subject in the three contexts in Standard Arabic is base-positioned in the specifier position of a projection higher than TP and lower that CP. The new projection can be called SubjP which is a projection that hosts subjects of predication, along lines discussed in Cardinaletti (2004). Crucially, the accusative Case on the subject in spec-SubjP is an inherent Case. I also argue that the specifier position of the TP projection hosts only grammatical nominative subjects that have vacated their base-position inside the vP shell and moved to spec-TP:

(106)

The tree diagram above shows that the SubjP projection is
positioned below CP and can be preceded by a Neg projection that hosts the sentential negation particle in Standard Arabic. The specifier position of SubjP can host the preverbal accusative subject in the three different contexts investigated in this paper, namely the accusative subject that follows complementisers, the accusative subject that follows negation particles, and the embedded accusative subject that precedes tenseless verbs in nonfinite contexts.

The assumption that accusative subjects are base-positioned and not moved from spec-vP accounts for several issues. First, the dilemma of accounting for how a nominative Case gets overwritten by another accusative Case, assuming that the nominative DP moved from spec-vP to spec-TP (Chomsky 2001, 2005), is explained. The accusative subject has not moved from spec-vP but base-positioned in spec-SubjP, consequently this subject has not been assigned a nominative Case in the first place. Second, the fact that the preverbal subject DP can appear with either a nominative or an accusative Case is explained in terms of availability of syntactic positions, rather than optionality in Case marking. Third, it accounts for the instances where the subject appears with a genitive Case when it follows a preposition, otherwise the nominative subject would be assumed to have merged with a PP on the way from spec-vP to spec-TP and its Case got overwritten and marked genitive, a dubious explanation at best.

8. Conclusions

The phenomenon of having accusative subjects in Standard Arabic has not been investigated and accounted for systematically in recent literature due to two main reasons. The first is that some linguists
still believe in the traditional theorem that this language cannot have preverbal subjects in the first place, and any preverbal DP is assumed to be a topic. I have examined this claim and concluded that subjects and topics are distributionally and structurally different; and that not every preverbal DP is a topic. Standard Arabic can have preverbal subjects as well as topics. The second reason is the assumption that all lexical categories can assign Case, and this assumption is adopted by modern linguists. For example, complementisers are assumed to assign an accusative Case to a following DP and negation is assumed to assign an accusative Case to a following DP as well. Crucially, in recent literature the DP following the complementiser or the negation particle is not considered a subject in the first place. It is assumed to be a topic since it has left its base-position inside the vP shell.

In this paper, I argue for a new analysis of preverbal accusative subjects in Standard Arabic in terms of availability of syntactic positions, rather than optionality in Case marking. I argue that the preverbal accusative subject in this language has not moved from spec-vP but base-positioned in spec-SubjP, which is a projection between CP and TP that hosts subjects of predication, along lines discussed in Cardinaletti (2004). Crucially, the accusative Case on the preverbal subject in spec-SubjP is inherent and not assigned by any head.
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